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Music To Soothe Your Soul. Pleasing violin melodies intertwine creating an emotional inner journey sure

to relax you after a long day at work, for those romantic moments when the music is soothing and for

those quiet moments when you simply wish to relax. 12 MP3 Songs CLASSICAL: Orchestral, NEW AGE:

Ambient Details: People from all over the world are praising the musical work of Instrumental Composer

Don Rath Jr. His music is based upon the use of Classical instruments such as the Violin, Viola, Cello,

Harp, Classical Guitar with color added by including arpeggios and runs using instruments from the

Woodwind family such as the Oboe, Flute and Picolo. He has recieved many words of praise from fans all

over the world. Here's what a few of them are saying; Teresa / Songwriter  Awesome! Beautifully

orchestrated! What youve created is what music is all about.  (Kentucky, USA) Aletheia / Songwriter 

lovely and very heartfelt just so beautiful!  (Tennessee, USA), USA) Gary / Businessman  Very enjoyable.

Nice way to unwind from a long day!  (Iowa, USA) Matthew / Composer  Artist - your talent is really

outstanding!  (London, England) Beth / Businesswoman  Soft and soothing are the two words that come

to mind. I have such respect for someone who can put notes to paper and intertwine the gentle melodies

of several instruments. Bravo to you!  (Illinois, USA) Chad / Musician - inspiring music!  (Minnesota, USA)

Cindy / Businesswoman  Your music is not only beautiful, but truly inspiring.  (Illinois, USA) Michael /

Composer - terrific music! (New York, New York) Amir / Composer  Very cool tunes I am liking your

detailed compositions a lot. (NRW Germany) Adonis  Composer  Great music!  (New York, New York)

Leonicio / Composer  Wonderful music - (Mexico City, Mexico) Catherine / Composer  Awesome! 

(Melbourne, Australia) Kathy / Businesswoman - while listening to your GREAT songs, made me feel the

music. (I) will pass this onto others for their enjoyment.  (Illinois, USA) Michael / Composer  Lovely

emotive music from a passionate Composer!!  (New York, USA) Valkir / Composer - your music is
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beautifulso heartfelt  (Chicago, USA) Symphony Lacrimosa / Orchestra - great work with your music. 

(Vancouver, Canada) Christopher / Music Artist  Composer- beautiful tunes  (New Jersey, USA) Freefall 

Music Artist and Composer  Keep making beautiful music - (Sydney, Australia) Andrew / Composer - a

great Composer.  (San Francisco, USA) Damon / Composer and Artist  Excellent compositions, ...so

skilled.  (London, England)
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